N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT
MINUTES OF AUTHORITIES COORDINATION
COMMITTEE MEETING NUMBER 12

Date:

15 May 2019

Time:

08h30

Venue: Msikaba Room, Wild Coast Sun

No.
1.

Item
OPENING AND WELCOME

1.1

Opening
Mr Drew (NMA Effective Social Strategists) opened the meeting and welcomed everybody
present. Refer to attendance register for list of attendees

1.2

Apologies
Apologies were given for Ms Kershaw and Mr Smit (DEA); Mr Willis (SANBI); Mr Mbikwana
(DWS); Mr Gabula and Ms Tshefu (DEDEAT); Mr Kubheka (DMR) and Mr Gibberd (SANRAL).

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2.1

The agenda was adopted as a suitable guide for the proceedings of the meeting without any
amendments or additions.

3.

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

3.1

The minutes were adopted as an accurate reflection of the proceedings of the previous meeting
without any amendments or additions.

5.

MATTERS ARISING

5.1

Matters Arising from the Minutes of ACC Meeting No. 11 on 27 February 2019

5.1.1

Item 5.1.1: Guarantee and DMR permit for the first quarry.
Ms Makoa (SANRAL) said SANRAL has made arrangements for the financial provision for the
quarry and once this is done DMR will be in a position to make a decision on the permit.

5.1.2

Action

SANRAL /
DMR

Item 5.1.2: ECPHRA to report on site inspections regarding the grave relocations.
Mr Mokhanya (ECPHRA) said the site inspections did not happen as he was unable to coordinate
the diaries of the relevant people and he would report on this once they had taken place.

ECPHRA

Mr Fredericks (SLR) said the heritage practitioner said that all the issues that were raised about
the tombstones are being addressed and the only outstanding matter is the site inspection.
5.1.3

Item 5.1.4: A meeting to be arranged in March in East London between SANRAL and DEDEAT by
the ACC chairperson to try and resolve the differences around the inspection report without
SANRAL having to appeal the inspection findings. The discussion points for the meeting to be put
in writing by DEDEAT and circulated prior to the meeting.
Mr Drew said that two tentative dates on 25 or 26 March had been proposed but neither proved
suitable for all the key people required to attend the meeting and it therefore did not go ahead. He
said that no discussion points had been provided by DEDEAT but correspondence was sent on 25
March stating that DEDEAT stood by the findings of the Compliance Inspection Report and
requesting the facilitation of the meeting requested at the ACC.
Mr De Villiers (DEDEAT) said the only discussion points are the DEDEAT permit and Compliance
Inspection Report and there is nothing else to discuss so the meeting should just go ahead.
Ms Makoa (SANRAL) said the EMC has been in operation for more than two years and reports are
presented by the ECOs and Environmental Auditor and neither of them have ever raised any
issues regarding SANRAL’s compliance with the DEDEAT permit. SANRAL does not understand
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what the non-compliance issues relate to as it provided a detailed written response to the
Compliance Inspection Report and DEDEAT’s response of 25 March does not address any of the
points that SANRAL raised and simply states that DEDEAT stands by its findings. She said
SANRAL had been seeking guidance and asked what process is normally followed once DEDEAT
issues a Compliance Inspection Report where the permit holder is non-compliant. She said that in
the case of the DEA a pre-compliance notice was issued to SANRAL.
Mr De Villiers said that unfortunately the provincial legislation that is currently in use does not
make provision for an administrative notice so when there is non-compliance with a permit
condition DEDEAT has to lay criminal charges and the matter is resolved in court. He said
DEDEAT has been trying to avoid this scenario.
Ms Makoa said that the Compliance Inspection Report stated that DEDEAT would compile a
document informing SANRAL of the steps to be taken to address the non-compliances observed
during the site inspection and SANRAL is still waiting for this guidance.
Mr De Villiers said that DEDEAT believes that the Compliance Inspection Report is clear and
unambiguous and explains exactly what the non-compliance issues are and what SANRAL is
expected to do. If SANRAL is still confused by what the report says then it should attend the
meeting that is proposed for that purpose. Unfortunately DEDEAT will have to go back and look at
the non-compliances and determine if it should take the matter to court as that is the only way
forwards if the matter can’t be resolved through a meeting.
Mr Fredericks (SLR) said that the problem has arisen because there has not been a direct
response from DEDEAT to the written response from SANRAL to each of the non-compliance
issues raised in the Compliance Inspection Report. This is why a set of discussion points for the
meeting was requested because SANRAL and the Plant Search and Rescue service providers
have already responded to each of the non-compliance issues indicating why they believe they are
in fact compliant with the permit conditions. If DEDEAT can state what the key discussion points
are based on SANRAL’s responses then that will determine the agenda for the meeting and allow
the necessary preparations to be made.
Mr Drew asked the Independent Environmental Auditor to comment on whether she had any
concerns regarding compliance with the DEDEAT permit.
Ms Ntene (Letsolo Consulting) said that as previously stated both she and the ECOs audit the
DEDEAT permit and to date no issues of non-compliance have been identified.
Mr Drew said that he is concerned that there is still no common ground between SANRAL and
DEDEAT regarding the Compliance Inspection Report. He said that in preparation for the meeting
that was supposed to take place in March he had gone through all the relevant documents and
correspondence between the parties to try and understand the issues. He said that in his opinion it
is not necessary to have a meeting and DEDEAT simply needs to respond in writing to the written
response from SANRAL to each of the non-compliance issues raised in the Compliance Inspection
Report. He said he believes that if this is done then most of the issues will be resolved because
they appear to be a result of misunderstanding or misinterpreting information. He said if there are
any unresolved matters that cannot be addressed through such correspondence then they could
be the discussion points for a meeting.
Mr De Villiers said that in order to finalise this matter DEDEAT should take it to court. He said he
has just been through the Compliance Inspection Report again and he sees no merit in repeating
what has already been said in the report. He said it cannot be disputed that plants were donated to
traditional healers without the necessary permits and that the lists of the plants that have been
collected have not been sent to DEDEAT on a three monthly basis as required by the permit.
Mr Drew said he followed up on the lists of plants as part of his preparations and found that they
were being sent to DEDEAT from the very outset of the project. After Alan Southwood left it
became apparent that DEDEAT has problems receiving email attachments and the Project
Environmental Manager therefore reached agreement with some DEDEAT officials to send the
Plant Search and Rescue reports, including the plant lists, to their private emails so that they could
then distribute the documents to the necessary people at DEDEAT.
Mr De Villiers requested copies of the documents that were sent and proof of the dates they were
sent because his understanding from the Compliance Inspection Report is that they were not sent.
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Mr Fredericks said this shows clearly why DEDEAT should engage with SANRAL’s written
response to each of the non-compliance issues and provide its own written response because, in
so doing, it will become apparent that most of the issues are in fact misunderstandings.
Mr Drew said that he sincerely believes that most of the issues can be addressed through written
correspondence and that this is a fairly straightforward exercise that should take no more than a
few hours of engagement with the relevant information and documents. He said that having been
tasked with trying to resolve the matter this is his recommendation after investigating it fully. He
said a meeting should only be considered once all avenues of written correspondence have been
exhausted. He said there were two issues he had identified which would probably not be resolved
through written correspondence and would most likely require further clarity. The first relates to the
donation of plants to traditional healers, which nobody denies took place, because the permit itself
does not state that such donations require additional permits and it could therefore be argued that
the donations were merely complying with the permit condition. Once the matter was raised in the
EMC meetings the donations were stopped as the requirements became too onerous and the very
intent of that condition has now been negated. The second issue relates to the contradiction
between the opening paragraph to the permit which states that it grants permission to remove
plants described in the table on pages 13 to 15 of the Plant Search and Rescue Plan and any
additional species found subsequent to this survey, and condition 2 of the permit which states that
an application form must be completed and processing fee paid for any ToPS not included in the
above mentioned table. The quarterly reports from the Plant Search and Rescue service providers
have stated from the outset that their interpretation of the permit is that it covers all plants that are
encountered and this has never been challenged since the first reports were submitted.
Mr De Villiers said he would request Mr Mfingwana as the inspection team leader to draft a
response to SANRAL.
Mr Mphahlele (SANRAL) asked whether DEDEAT intended to proceed directly with legal action
against SANRAL or whether they would first provide a written response to SANRAL’s
correspondence on the Compliance Inspection Report. He also asked when SANRAL could
expect the relevant documentation.
Mr De Villiers said he would meet with the relevant people involved in the Compliance Inspection
Report and a decision would then be taken. A response will be provided by the first week of June
on whether DEDEAT will respond in writing to SANRAL or take the legal route.
5.1.4

DEDEAT

Item 6.1: SANRAL environmental measures at the Mtentu bridge site while there is no main
contractor on the project.
Mr Mclachlan (SANRAL) said unfortunately there had not been the progress he would have liked
due to the legal situation and the fact that SANRAL only got ownership of the site back on 30 April.
SANRAL has decided to do some emergency work through small sub-contractors appointed
through the Msikaba Brdge contractor Concor Mota-Engil JV and the quotations for this work
should be done by the end of May.

5.1.5

Item 6.3: Meeting between SANRAL, DEDEAT and DMR on the quarry and sand mining sites.
Mr Mclachlan said the meeting went ahead with DEDEAT but DMR was not available. DEDEAT
provided input regarding the sand mining sites it believes are sustainable and SANRAL provided
an update on its process to date. He said he would provide feedback at the next ACC meeting on
this process once it has been finalised. He said SANRAL has a meeting with DMR on 24 May and
the permitting of sites and proliferation of permits in the area will be discussed at that meeting.
Mr Drew asked whether DEDEAT should also attend the meeting.
Ms Songxaba (SANRAL) said the meeting was arranged specifically with DMR to discuss all
SANRAL’s permit sites in the Eastern Cape and the problems SANRAL is encountering and also
to get a database of all the permitted sites in the Eastern Cape. She said it would be more
appropriate to arrange a follow-up meeting to discuss the N2 Wild Coast Toll Highway project.

6.

OTHER ISSUES / GENERAL

6.1

Mr Van der Merwe (DAFF) asked whether all the erosion control measures on the north bank of
the Mtentu River were in place before AS JV moved off site. He said the DAFF regional office will
also need to conduct site inspections while there is no contractor on site.
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Mr Mclachlan said that silt traps were installed but due to the contractor abandoning site some of
these have filled up and overflowed. He said that erosion gullies have also formed on some of the
platforms and soil has slipped down the slope in some places so there is remedial action that is
required at the moment. He said that a site visit can be arranged whenever required as Mr
Gibberd of SANRAL is still on site and the engineer also has an assistant RE on site and there are
also security personnel at the site.
6.2

Mr Fredericks said that the ECO would report on the status of the Mtentu Bridge site at the EMC
meeting. He said that for a site visit DAFF should contact him with their preferred date and he
would then arrange it.

7.

WAY FORWARD AND CLOSURE

7.1

Mr Drew thanked members for their attendance and said the next meeting will be on Wednesday
14 August 2019. He said he will inform them nearer the time whether there will be a site visit on
the preceding day. He then closed the meeting.
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